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dered again who he was, this slim, youthful North-
easterner with his slightly haggard air, whose eyes—
the eyes of a dreamer, perhaps of a fanatic—crinkled
so readily into a smile. Perhaps it was better that we
did not know.
Just before the train started, a curious group of
young Chinese appeared, with an enormous silk
banner, which they carried with exaggerated care into
the next compartment. There were four men who
looked like clerks or students, and a couple of girls in
slacks, with short hair. We discovered later that they
were a delegation from the South on their way to
Suiyuan, taking their banner and a substantial supply
of foodstuffs to the gallant defenders of the nation.
They were from Canton, and most of their conversa-
tion was unintelligible. But the girls were charming.
At last we were away, with that familiar view of
city walls and a cracked pagoda rising above them
that one sees leaving almost any country station in
China. We shared the compartment at first with a
plain-clothes policeman, which might have been
awkward. But he slept an apparently guileless sleep
most of the way. We talked to one another in English,
which was fairly safe: Don and Chou talked Japan-
ese, which was safer. It was an uneventful journey.
At Nian Tze Kwan, the mountain pass leading
into Shansi, the train climbs a river-bed between
towering cliffs. Here we watched the Great Wall
come into sight—a line of masonry curved along the
shoulder of the hills, with fortresses that cut the sky.
Far below, the snow-water ran green against the
rocks* We swung out across a high bridge, with the
cliffs sheer in face; a wireless mast, and the tiny
figures of soldiers, seemed sketched in. ink along their

